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Abstract
One of the problems with the Digital Video (DV) plane in CD-i is that it
cannot be displayed in front of the base-case planes and, therefore, cannot be
used in conjunction with transparency to display portions of a DV screen in
the foreground of base-case images. However, an animated DV object or
portion of the DV plane can be tracked by a base-case "flying matte" that is
updated in synchronization with the DV pictures. This allows you to create
the illusion of a DV object moving in front of a base-case plane (which may
contain DYUV pictures, run-length animations, etc.}.
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Flying Mattes with
CD-i Digital Video
Overview

One of the problems with the Digital Video (DV) plane in CD-i is that it
cannot be displayed in front of the base-case planes and, therefore, cannot be
used in conjunction with transparency to display portions of a DV screen in
the foreground of base-case images.
However, since base-case planes do have access to mattes, the converse
mechanism can be used to achieve the same result. An animated DV object or
portion of the DV plane can be tracked by a base-case "flying matte" that is
updated in synchronization with the DV pictures, with the base-case
limitation of a maximum of 8 matte transitions per line.
This allows you to create the illusion of a DV object moving in front of a basecase plane (which may contain DYUV pictures, run-length animations, etc.).

Furthermore, the DV plane and the corresponding flying mattes can be
synchronously repositioned on the screen during playback to allow for
interesting traveling effects. This even allows for a possible implementation of
a ''DV sprite."
The above techniques, however, require strict synchronization between the
flying mattes and the DV plane at the video scan granularity, to avoid
possible misalignments or temporal offsets between the mattes and the DV
pictures.
This following section of this document describes a technique for doing flying
mattes over Digital Video in CD-i. This technique has been tested and
validated with the help of the utility cdi_dvx, which is presented on page 9
as an example implementation.
The Flying Matte Technique

The flying matte technique requires strict synchronization between the Digital
Video plane and the base-case plane used for the flying mattes.
The general organization of the base-case plane is an Field Control Table
(FCT) linked to a main Ll.ne Control Table (LCT), which is in turn linked to
one of several matte LCTs that contain cp_matteO instructions corresponding
to successive DV pictures to be tracked by the flying mattes. The matte
characteristics can be loaded in memory under various formats, either at setup time or while the video is played from disc. One possibility is to load preformatted cp_matte() instructions to be written into the matte LCTs before the
flying matte is displayed. H the vertical size of the mattes does not vary
during the play, then a better method is to update only the horiz.ontal offsets
of the cp_matte0 instructions; this is both considerably faster and less
memory consuming. For the purpose of this paper, however, only the first
technique will be considered, because it is more generic.
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Synchronization of the base-case plane with the Digital Video plane to play
the flying mattes requires that the main LCT be re-linked to one of the matte
LCTs during the field display period just preceding the display of the matte.
Because of the current limitations of the CD-i Digital Video cartridge, this is
subject to certain difficulties, as explained in the following section.
Moving the flying mattes with the Digital Video plane to create a "DV sprite"
is also subject to synchronization problems, and is covered in the section on
moving flying mattes on page 5.
Playing the Flying Mattes In Synchronization With The DV Plane
PICSignal

The current CD-i Digital Video Cartridges provide only one signal, the PIC
signal, that can be used for synchronizing the mattes with the DV pictures.
Unfortunately, this signal is sent at the end of the display FCT, and, therefore,
can be received by the application only after the DV picture starts displaying
(see reference 2, IX.4.6.3, IX.8.2.3.1.25). 1rus means that the PIC signal comes
too late to use it as a trigger for re-linking the main LCT to the matte LCT
containing the corresponding flying matte. The matte would, at the earliest,
be .:iisplayed during the next display field period, causing a very noticeable
temporal offset between the flying mattes and the DV pictures.
Foi that reason, it is necessary to try to predict when the next DV picture will
be iisplayed, based on the knowledge of the relation between the DV picture
rate and the field display rate.
INTERRUPT Signal

The Green Book provides two methods of video scan synchronization. Both
methods require a cp_sigO instruction to be present in the display LCT to
generate a line interrupt when the LCT line is reached. The first method uses
dc_ssigO to enable a signal to be sent to the application when a line interrupt
is detected. The delay in receiving the signal might, however, be significant
The second method uses a "line_event" semaphore that is polled by the
function _ev_waitO until the event is pulsed to 1. For the purpose of this
paper, only the first method has been implemented. The line event method
would probably give faster results and could also be used. The fastest method
would be to use Jon Piesing's Video Scan Synchronization technique
(reference 3), which would lead to the minimum delay in receiving the
INTERRUPT Signal. Experimentation with these other techniques is left to the
reader.
In my implementation, on reception of the PIC signal, dc_ssigO enables
reception of the INTERRUPT Signal during the next display field period,
which precedes the display field for the next DV picture. When the
INTERRUPT Signal is received, one field display period before the display of
the DV picture, the main LCT is re-linked to the next matte LCT, so that both
the matte and the DV picture will be displayed during the same scan period.
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Picture Rates and Display Standard

To make this kind of prediction, you must have a steady rate of two display
fields per DV picture. There is a difference in frequency rates between the
NTSC and PAL display standards. You must encode Digital Video at different
picture rates for these different formats. The only picture rates that give
exact! y two fields per picture are:
NTSC

29.97

PAL

25

Other picture rates do not display two fields per picture on these systems,
because the video decoder adds or drops fields to maintain the desired
picture rate. Knowledge of the field rate conversion algorithms would be
necessary in order to allow you to make this type of prediction based on other
picture rates. Unfortunately, these algorithms are not specified in the Green
Book, and can vary from decoder to decoder.
Matte LCT Buffering Architecture

The diagram below shows a possible architecture for buffering the matte
LCTs for the synchronization of the mattes to the DV pictures:

FCT

main I.Cf

Triple buffered matte LCTs

The characteristics of this architecture include: ·

• An FCT linked to a main LCT, which in turn is linked to one of three
triple-buffered matte LCTs containing the matte instructions, as explained
in the timing considerations further below.
• A dc_llnk0 instruction in the main LCT placed on a line number
corresponding to the vertical position of the matte on the screen.
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• A cp_sigO instruction placed on the same line as the dc_llnk() instruction
in the main LCT, and not above. This is necessary for synchronization to
the display field following reception of the PIC signal. This ensures that
the INTERRUPT signal is not received before passing the dc_llnkO
instruction in the main LCT; otherwise, the lower portion of the display
might show instructions from the next matte LCT, one field display period
too early.
• The height of the matte LCTs are the same as the tallest flying matte in the
animation. The ends of the matte LCTs are linked back to themselves to
cover the rest of the screen below the mattes.
Tining Diagram

The timing diagram below shows the relative time positions of the signals
and the various operations that have to be performed on their reception:
field 2i

I

fij2i+l

I

PIC
I

I

INTERRUPT

Picture i displaying

dc_s.slg()
~ c-mns JNI'ERRUPT
isignal

I
l

-de llnkO
Re-link main LCI' ID
mattes LCI' of mau.c i+ 1
- de_pwrlct()
iWritc insttuctions for
maue i+2 into following
mauel.CT

I

PIC
• J>iclUrc i+1 SllrtS displaying
- Matte i+l stans displaying

l

l

Signals Used

• . The PIC signal is received during the first field display period for DV
picture i, and is used primarily as a time-base for re-enabling the
INTERRUPT signal with dc_ssigO.
.
• The INTERRUPT signal is received during the following field display
period, slightly after the main LCT line containing the cp_sigO instruction
is reached, and before the next DV picture, i+l, is displayed.
Operations Performed on Reception of the INTERRUPT Signal

• The main LCT is re-linked with dc_llnkO to the next triple-buffered matte
LCT, which already contains matte instructions corresponding to DV
picture i+1, so that it will be displayed during the next field display period
at the same time as DV picture i+1.
• The matte instructions corresponding to the DV picture i+2 are written
into the corresponding matte LCT with dc_pwrlctO.
Depending on the size of the mattes (number of lines and number of
cp_matteO instructions per line), dc_pwrlctO can take more or less time to
complete, and in most cases, may end after the next field starts displaying,
especiall~• if the matte position is close to the bottom of the screen. For that
reason, foe matte LCTs must be triple-buffered. If they were just doublebuffered, then the next matte LCT would start displaying before dc_pwrktO
is
finished
writing
·matte
instructions
4
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into it. This could cause incorrect matte data to be displayed in the lower
section of the display. By triple-buffering the matte LCTs, dc_pwrlct() has at
least 2 field display periods available in which to write the matte instructions
corresponding to DV picture i+2; this is enough even for large mattes.
Moving The Flying Mattes in Synchronization With The DV Plane.

In addition to the above mechanisms, it is also possible to change the position
of the DV pictures during replay. To allow the flying mattes to follow the
movement of the DV pictures, the following mechanisms must be added to
the aoove technique.
DV Position

The position where the pictures are displayed in the DV plane can be changed
with mv_posO, mv_orgO, or mv_window(). My implementation uses
mv_posO because of its simplicity.
To allow for an accurate prediction of when the DV plane repositioning will
take place, the scroll flag in mv_pos() must be set to O. This guarantees that
the position can change only on the next DV picture. A scroll flag of 1 in
mv_posO would allow the position to change either on the next display field
or the next DV picture, depending on the amplitude of the movement. Thus,
in some cases, the position of the DV picture, rather than the position of the
matters, could be changed during a different field display period.
Matte Position

The horizontal position of the mattes can be changed by adding a lowresolution offset to the x position in the cp_matte() instructions written by
dc_pwrlct().
The vertical position can be changed by changing the physical line number of
the dc_llnkO instruction in the main LCT.

--

Since the line containing the dc_llnkO instruction in the main LCT can change
on every DV picture, the INTERRUPT signal may now be received at variable
times. It is possible to avoid that by also triple-buffering the main LCT, as
explained below.
Enhanced LCT Buffering Architecture

The cp_sigO instruction can be placed in a small main LCT of minimal size,
used only for linking to one of three screen LCTs containing the actual
dc_llnkO instruction linking to the corresponding matte LCT.
It is possible to do without the small main LCT, but the FCT would have to be
re-linked periodically to the screen LCTs using dc_flnkO, which is much
slower than dc_llnkO. Therefore, it is faster to use the implementation
mentioned above.
It is also possible to double-buffer the main LCT, but doing so adds
complexity to the mechanism that re-links screen LCTs to the biple-buffered
matte LCTs. Thus, it :s simpler and faster to triple-buffer the main I.CT in the
same fashion as the matte LCTs.
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FCT

mainLCT

Triple buffered screen and matte LCTs

The characteristics of this architecture include:
• The height of the main LCT should be at least 2 physical lines to allow
linking to a screen LCT. It should also be as short as possible, to allow the
flying matte to be positioned as close as possible to the top of the display.
• The height of the screen LCTs is required to be at least the height of the
screen minus the height of the two lines of the main LCT and minus the
height of the matte LCTs.
·
• The line number of the dc_llnkO instruction inside the screen LCTs now
determines the vertical position of the flying mattes on the screen.
• Each time the line position of a dc_Unk() instruction is changed inside a
screen LCT, it is necessary to erase the old dc_llnk() instruction. This can
block the flying matte from traveling down the screen, as shown in the
timing diagram below.
liming Diagram

The following enhanced timing diagram repeats everything present in the old
diagram plus the new operations needed to make the flying mattes travel on
the display in unison with the DV pictures.

6
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- On reception of the PIC signal, mv_pos() is called with a scroll flag of Ofor
positioning picture i+1 on the DV screen. This change will happen on the
field 2i+2, regardless of the amplitude of the movement.
- On reception of the INTERRUPT signal, the horizontal position of the matte
can be change:d by adding an x coordinate offset to the cp_matteO
instructions. The vertical position can be changed by moving the dc_llnk()
instruction to the correct y coordinate line inside the screen LCT. Since this is
done for the matte corresponding to picture i+2, and not to picture i+1 which
will be shown next, the matte position coordinates also have to be double
buffered. This will prevent mv_posO from using the wrong coordinates for

the next picture. That way, the most recent set of coordinates is used for the
matte and DV picture, i+2, while the previous set of coordinates is used for
the matte and DV picture, i+1, to be shown next.
· - On the display field following reception of the INTERRUPT signal, DV
picture i+l is shown at the new correct position in the DV plane, and the
corresponding matte is displayed at the same place in the base-case plane.
Experimentation with cdl_dvx

Overview

The program cdi_dvx is a small utility designed for playing and
experimenting with flying mattes in conjunction with linear or interactive
Digital Video streams.
In version 1.0 of cdi_dvx, the flying mattes are displayed through a DYUV
image in plane B over a DV stream playing from disc or a seamless branching
memory DV loop. The matte instructions are loaded from a matte file, and are
limited to a maximum of two cp_matteO instructions per LCT line. The DV
screen and the flying mattes can be moved using the remote controller or a
mouse.
You must generate pre-formatted matte instructions for all frames based on
your knowledge of the matte charateristics for each frame. These instructions
make up the matte file.
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4 and S, cited below, and go beyond the purpose of this paper.
The program cdi_dvx, including its source code, OS-9 executable and sample
assets, is available from PIMA Developer's Services at (310) 444-6158.
Command Line Options

Here is a printout of the command-line help page for cdi_dvx vl.O:
Digital Vidao Jblplorer Yl.O by Jean-Pierre Abello - llla.rch 31, ltH
Copyright lttt, Philip• Interact;i.,. Media of .laerica.
U•age: odi_dvx <option•> <iapeg_rtf•>
<option•> cao he any combin&tion of:
-o ad& ch&DDel
Cdfa ch&DDel for loadin9 data
Cdfa aector off••t for 1-it()
-· aector off••t
-• ,ridao 'itreaa
ltre- ouaber for 111p99 ,ridao
-a audio-atreStre- nu.bar for ~ audio
-bT ,ridao byte off-t
Video entry point byte off-t
-b& audio:),ite-off••t
Audio entry point byte offaet
-p,r YidaoJ'Cl_Wffer•
Ja:»r of •idao pol buffer• (aa 1)
-pa auclio_pcl-buff•r•
Ja:»r of audio pol buffera (aa 1)
__,, ,ridao7:iut?er• color
A • Plane&., a • Pl-3, S • SyaRaa
- - auclio°'"boff•r•---oolor
A• P l ~ , a• Pl-3, S • lyaRaa
-o s_org i_org DV 00( x and y origin off-ta froa (0,0)
Vn•ynchronisad audio/ridao
- x •aroll fl.acJ
av_po• 0 - - • the DV window with the aouH
-t
bport tiainq inforaation
-DV Yidao delta ,ralu.
Video delta value in unit• of 45k.Bz.
-DA audio-delta-,ralu•
Audio delta value in unit• of 45k.Bz.
-dv Yideo-intro7 •td ,rideo body. •td
Vidao intro and body ainlt atd fil••
-da audio-intro.•td aud.ioJ>ody.•td
Audio intro and body ainlt atd fil••
-J
Vae av.Jump and ma.Jump 1natead of iao_patch
-f aatte.op• width height f r - •
Natt• opcode file, width, height, and ?raaa•
-1 iaage.dyu
Plying Natt• DYUV PAL background iaaqe
-v
Verbo•• aode (•tatua, aiqnala, etc)
-vv
Very Verbo•• aode (aax1aw feedback)
-h
Belp on S.aal.••• Loopa and r1y1ng Katt••
<mpeq rtfa> ia either of the following:
llle.rtf
To play a llff atralght off the diac
i.Dtro_file.rtf body_file.rtf
To aeaal.eaaly loop ainked llffa frOII r -

-

Example Command Lines

For playing flying mattes over a linear DV stream:
od.i_dvx

-v -t atre-.rtf -1 imaqe.dyu -f loop.op• H t6 to

For playing and moving flying mattes over a linear DV stream:
odi_dvx

-v

-t au-.-.rtf -1 imaqe.dyu -f loop.op• H H

to

For playing flying mattes over a seamless branching DV memory loop:
od.1 dvx

to -

-v

-t -dv i.Dtro.atd loop.atd intro.rtf loop.rtf -1 image.dyu -f loop.op• H H

For playing and moving flying mattes over a seamless branching DV loop:
od.1 dvx

to -

-v

-t -KO -dv intro.atd loop.atd intro.rtf loop.rtf -1 1.mage.dyu -f loop.op• H H

Since there is a possible, player dependent, one-pixel horizontal offset
between the DV plane and the base-case planes, sometimes it may be
necessary to adjust the alignment of these planes with the -o option, as shown
below:
cdl dvx
2
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o-

-v

-t -d,r intro.std loop.atd intro.rtf loop.rtf -1 1.mage.dyu -f loop.op• t6 H
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